THE TINY TENT TASK FORCE invites YOU to OCCUPY EVERYWHERE with a TINY TENT!

1. GLUE your four strips into two small rectangular frames.
2. GLUE the two frames onto fabric side by side the Tall way — leave about 1/16" space between them for a hinge.
3. TRIM the fabric — leave 1.5" at the bottom, 1" at the top, and about 1/4" on either side.
4. CUT a slit on the top and bottom — only up to the frame (not beyond...)
5. Take the Top end — the one without 1" of fabric) and fold each flap in half — and glue them down.
6. Flip over to begin to PITCH the tent!
7. PUT SOME GLUE ON, PULL IN NEATLY, and TUCK!
8. ON THE OTHER end...
9. "FINISHING UP..."
10. PUT SOME GLUE here, pull in neatly and TUCK!
11. OCCUPY!

ADD = YOUR message!
DRAW on the side.

OR...

GLUE a tiny sign on the side. [Use balsa or paper]

OCCUPY!